
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA EZHIMALA                                                          
SUMMER VACATION ACTIVITIES                                                       

2021-2022
WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6

CLASS II COLLECTING 
FACTS.                  
*Collection of 
photographs and 
videos of 
medicinal plants 
in and around 
your locality.                    
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)

WORD SEARCH.   
*Parents to write 
4-5 words at the 
top of 
newspaper(old 
newspaper can 
also be 
considered) and 
the child to 
search the words 
in that article of 
the newspaper. 

*entertainment.        
*sports.                    
*cleaning your 
room.                      
*extra reading.            
*drawing 
*newspaper 
reading

HOME THEATRE.      
*Creating a stage 
at home where 
children can 
recite poems/sing 
songs/dance/
dramatise ans 
much more.              
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

MUSICAL WEEK       
*Playing beats/
rhythm on any 
musical 
instrument (if any 
available).                   
*action song

SUMMER 
JOURNAL.                   
*Children to make 
a summer journal/
diary to record 
thoughts, 
feelings, events, 
memories of their 
summer vacation.   
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

CLASS III COLLECTING 
FACTS.                  
*Collection of 
photographs and 
videos on events 
related with 
historical 
importance of 
Ezhimala and 
write some 
sentences about 
it.                            
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)

WORD SEARCH.   
*Parents to write 
4-5 words at the 
top of 
newspaper(old 
newspaper can 
also be 
considered) and 
the child to 
search the words 
in that article of 
the newspaper. 

*entertainment.        
*sports.                    
*cleaning your 
room.                      
*extra reading.            
*drawing.                 
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

HOME THEATRE.      
*Creating a stage 
at home where 
children can 
recite poems/sing 
songs/dance/
dramatise ans 
much more.          
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

MUSICAL WEEK       
*Playing Beats/
Rhythm on any 
musical 
instrument (if any 
available).                   
*singing any 
inspirational/
motivational song 

SUMMER 
JOURNAL.                   
*Children to make 
a summer journal/
diary to record 
thoughts, 
feelings, events, 
memories of their 
summer vacation.  
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

CLASS IV COLLECTING 
FACTS.                  
*Collection of 
photographs and 
videos on events 
related with folk 
arts in Kerala and 
write some 
sentences about 
it.                              
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)

WORD SEARCH.   
*Parents to write 
5-10 words at the 
top of 
newspaper(old 
newspaper can 
also be 
considered) and 
the child to 
search the words 
in that article and 
make a sentence 
from each word.

*entertainment.        
*sports.                    
*cleaning your 
room.                      
*extra reading.            
*drawing.                 
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga          
*newspaper 
reading

HOME THEATRE.      
*Creating a stage 
at home where 
children can 
recite poems/sing 
songs/dance/
dramatise ans 
much more.            
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

MUSICAL WEEK       
*Playing Sargam 
on any musical 
instrument (if any 
available).                   
*draw pictures of 
your favourite 
musical 
instrument.

SUMMER 
JOURNAL.                   
*Children to make 
a summer journal/
diary to record 
thoughts, 
feelings, events, 
memories of their 
summer vacation. 
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

CLASS V COLLECTING 
FACTS.                  
*Collection of 
photographs and 
videos on events 
related with 
independence 
struggle in 
Payyanur and 
write some 
sentences about 
it.                              
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)

WORD SEARCH.   
*Parents to write 
5-10 words at the 
top of 
newspaper(old 
newspaper can 
also be 
considered) and 
the child to 
search the words 
in that article and 
make a sentence 
from each word.

*entertainment.        
*sports.                    
*cleaning your 
room.                      
*extra reading.            
*drawing.                 
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)            
*newspaper 
reading

HOME THEATRE.      
*Creating a stage 
at home where 
children can 
recite poems/sing 
songs/dance/
dramatise ans 
much more.              
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

MUSICAL WEEK       
*Playing Sargam 
on any musical 
instrument (if any 
available).                   
*singing 
motivational 
songs.                    
*draw pictures of 
your favourite 
musical 
instruments.

SUMMER 
JOURNAL.                   
*Children to make 
a summer journal/
diary to record 
thoughts, 
feelings, events, 
memories of their 
summer vacation. 
*morning physical 
exercise 
(stretching/
aerobics/yoga)        
*newspaper 
reading

*for dramatization 
use the lessons of 
your textbooks 
(any lesson of any 
subject)

*draw on A4 
sheets.                     
*can use the app:      
1.Work 
Band(android).         
2.Garage 
band(iOS)
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